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Electric-field profile and thermal properties in substrate-supported dielectric films
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The transient pyroelectric response of a dielectric film on a substrate is used to determine both the electric-
field profile across the film and its thermal properties. The response is a convolution of the field and tempera-
ture profile. A closed-form expression for the transient temperature profile is obtained for a generic model in
terms of thermal parameters. This expression allows analysis of the pyroelectric response using an iterative
procedure consisting of deconvolution and variation of thermal parameters. Tikhonov regularization is used in
the deconvolution with a Honerkamp-Weese self-consistent regularization parameter. Simulations show that, at
least in the cases tested, the electric-field profile, the thermal diffusivity and conductivity~and thus the heat
capacity, which is their ratio!, and the thermal resistance of the dielectric/substrate interface can be determined.
Experiments on polyimide films adhered to substrates unambiguously reveal bound negative charge within a
small depth of the free surface of virgin samples and also weaker, broader charge distributions injected from
the substrate in samples under an applied voltage. The analysis resolves both sharp and broad features and
gives thermal properties characteristic of the near-surface region, suggesting that the heat capacity may be
significantly higher in this region than in the bulk.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, thermal pulses generated by flashla
or pulsed lasers have been used to probe electric fi
polarization profiles1–8 or thermal properties9–14 of electri-
cally insulating materials. The flash method9 is widely used
to determine the thermal diffusivity of planar samples fro
the transient temperature rise of the back surface after fl
heating the front surface. The thermal pulse~TP! method2–5

is used to determine electric-field profiles in charged or
larized dielectrics from the transient pyroelectric respo
stimulated by pulse-heating a metal electrode coating the
cident surface. This response, referred to as the TP respo
is taken as the chargeq(t) flowing from one electrode to the
other in an external short circuit.

The general expression forq(t) for a planar capacitor
structure is a convolution integral involving the temperatu
T(t,z) and the electric fieldE(z), wheret is the time andz
the depth from the incident surface. WhenT(t,z) is known
or calculable from the heat conduction equation, the
known field E(z) is supposed determinable from the me
suredq(t) by a deconvolution method. For a thermally is
lated slab without electrodes,T(t,z) is a cosine Fourier
series with exponentially decaying coefficients,15 which
makesq(t) a sum of decaying exponentials with the sam
coefficients as those of the cosine Fourier series represe
E(z).3,4 Deconvolution is then reduced to finding coef
cients by fittingq(t), and using them to sum the Fourie
series representingE(z). The limited number~usually<10!
of well-determined coefficients made the analytic resolut
lower than the near-surface limit set by the pulse width.
ternative analytic approaches to get around this difficu
have thus been proposed.5

Because the time scale ofT(t,z) is set by a characteristi
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~12!/8517~14!/$15.00
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time t dependent on the thermal diffusivityD and thickness
L (t5L2/2D for a thermally isolated slab15!, the TP method
can be used, like the flash method, to study diffusivity.
recently demonstrated for a voltage-biased dielectric film
a substrate,14 the diffusivity may be determined with high
sensitivity, precision, and speed fromq(t) at times t.t
when q(t) becomes insensitive to the shape ofE(z) and
proportional to the thickness-averaged temperature^T&,
which decays exponentially. The fitting range in Ref. 14 d
not include either very long times, because of the decay
signal, or short times because of the sensitivity of the sig
to neglected effects, notably the thermal mass of the incid
electrode and the unknownE(z).

In this paper, we investigate the TP problem more th
oughly than previously, using theory, simulation, and expe
ment. We consider the electrode thermal mass, the heat
from the incident surface, the thermal resistance at the fi
substrate interface, and theE(z) profile due to inhomoge-
neous charging of the sample. Inclusion of these effects
lows fitting the measured responseq(t) over a broad time
interval, including short times (t,t) where the signal-to-
noise ratio is high. The range of application of the T
method is thus extended to include substrate-supported
film structures such as those found in microelectronics
photonics. In such structures, the thermal mass of the e
trode will strongly affect the response. The Tikhonov reg
larization procedure16 and Honerkamp-Weese self-consiste
regularization parameter17,18 were used in a deconvolutio
procedure that determined the bestE(z) for a fixed set of
thermal parameters. Successive deconvolutions with sys
atically adjusted thermal parameters were used to determ
the set of parameters that gave a global minimum in
mean square of errors.

The Tikhonov-Honerkamp-Weese procedure is be
8517 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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adopted to analyze various types of spectroscopic data19–25

but has only recently been applied to thermal methods
determiningE(z) profiles, first27–29 to the laser-intensity-
modulation method30,31 ~LIMM !, a periodic heating method
and here to a thermal pulse method. The Tikhon
Honerkamp-Weese procedure finds a good compromise
tween smoothness in theE(z) profile and low residuals.

The list of materials studied by the TP method includ
nonpolar insulating polymers,32 polar33,34 or ferroelectric
polymers,35 and ceramics.36 These acquire charge or becom
polarized, generally inhomogeneously, under high app
fields ~.10 V/mm!, high temperature~.60 °C!, or both.32,37

Even polymers with high glass transition temperatures s
as polyamides38 and polyimides39 may acquire charge~or
become polarized! when voltage biased. Most of those r
sults were obtained from ring-mounted~i.e., nominally ther-
mally isolated! samples. The experimental results repor
here establish the feasibility of determining an inhomo
neous field profile and thermal properties for a substra
supported film.

In Sec. II, the heat conduction model is described, a
T(t,z) is given in terms of various parameters included
the model, as the solution to the one-dimensional heat c
duction equation. The effects of all parameters on the re
ence response for a homogeneous field,q(t)}^T&, are
shown explicitly and our deconvolution approach is d
scribed. The determination of thermal parameters, for b
homogeneous and inhomogeneous assumedE(z), is tested
in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and V, an actual experiment givi
interesting results is described and our algorithms are app
to analysis of the measured responses.

II. THEORY

A. Model

Figure 1 shows our model. The laser pulse is assum
infinitesimally short@and so is represented by a Dirac de
function d(t)#. The pulse heats the metal electrode wh
then heats the dielectric. TemperaturesTe(t) for the elec-
trode ~assumed gradient-free fort>0) and T(t,z) for the
dielectric areincreasesrelative to a fixed substrate temper

FIG. 1. Model of electrode/dielectric/substrate system heated
thermal pulse. U is bias voltage,q(t) the measured TP respons
Te(t) the temperature rise of the electrode, andT(t,z) the tempera-
ture rise of dielectric. Dashed curves showT(t,z) for the thermal
parameters of Sec. III at indicated reduced timest/t @Eq. ~8!#.
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ture assumed to be zero. We assume perfect contact bet
electrode and dielectric@T(t,0)5Te(t)# and imperfect con-
tact ~with thermal resistance 1/HL) between dielectric and
substrate~through a glue layer or simply an interface!.

Heat loss to ambient air at the incident surface by conv
tion and radiation is included by using an effective he
transfer coefficientH0 with the outgoing fluxH0Te(t).

15 A
thermally isolated sample is represented in our model
settingH05HL50.

B. Heat conduction equation and solution

The one-dimensional heat conduction equation withT
5T(t,z) in our model is15

]T

]t
5D

]2T

]z2 , ~1!

with boundary conditions obtained from thermal energy b
ance. The boundary conditions are

J1H0T1receLe

]T

]t
5J0d~ t !, z50, ~2!

and

2J1HLT50, z5L, ~3!

wherereceLe is the thermal mass of the electrode unit are
The flux J5k ]T/]z is to be evaluated at the indicate
boundaries. Equation~2! with H050, HL5` and right
member replaced byJ0 cos(vt) was used by Ploss an
Bianzano39 to analyze the periodic response in the LIM
case.30

The solution to Eq.~1! with boundary conditions specifie
by Eqs. ~2! and ~3! was obtained by Laplace
transformation.15 In terms of the reduced depth coordina
y5z/L, 0<y<1, it is

T~ t,y!5
J0L

k (
k50

`
xk cos@xk~12y!#1aL sin@xk~12y!#

2~1/2x!dN~x!/dx

3expS 2xk
2 t

2t D , ~4!

where

N~x!5x~a01aL2rx2!cos~x!1@a0aL2~11raL!x2#sin~x!,

~5!

and where thexk are the roots ofN(x)50, which must be
found numerically in the general case~see below!. The di-
mensionless parameters~called Nusselt numbers40,41! a0 ,aL ,
the ratior of the thermal mass of the electrode to that of t
dielectric, and the diffusion-controlled thermal transit timet
are

an5L
Hn

k
, n50,L, ~6!

r 5
receLe

rcL
5

ke

k

D

De

Le

L
, ~7!

and

y
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t5
L2

2D
, ~8!

respectively. Thea0 andaL are a measure of heat loss. No
that Eqs.~4! and~5! are valid if at least one coefficientH0 or
HL is greater than zero. For the thermally insulated c
(H05HL50), the solution reduces to

T~ t,y!5
J0L

k F 1

11r
12(

k51

`
cos@xins,k~12y!#

~11r 1r 2xins,k
2 !cos~xins,k!

3expS 2xins,k
2 t

2t D G , ~9!

wherexins,k are now the roots of

Nins~x!5sin~x!1rx cos~x!50. ~10!

The first term inside the square brackets of Eq.~9!, 1/(1
1r ), comes from the residue of the inverse Laplace tra
form for xins,050. The factorJ0L/k[T` is the amplitude of
the step jump in temperature for the isolated film (H05HL
50) and r 50. For r 50, the roots arexins,k(r 50)5kp,
wherek>1, and Eq.~9! reduces to the well-known results4

From Eq.~9!, for r .0, it follows that

T`~r .0!5
T`

11r
5T`

rcL

rcL1receLe
, ~11!

where 1/(11r ) is the ratio of the thermal mass of the diele
tric to the combined thermal mass of the dielectric and e
trode. ForH050 andHL5`, the solution is

T~ t,y!5
J0L

k
2(

k50

`
sin@xcont,k~12y!#

~11r 1r 2xcont,k
2 !sin~xcont,k!

3expS 2xcont,k
2 t

2t D , ~12!

wherexcont,k are the roots of

Ncont~x!5cos~x!2rx sin~x!50. ~13!

Whenr 50, one obtains the formula given earlier14 with the
roots xcont,k(r 50)5(k1 1

2 )p, where k>0. To our knowl-
edge, the solutions given by Eqs.~4!, ~9!, and~12! are not in
the literature.

C. Response and deconvolution

1. The nature of the problem

The measured charge responseq(t) is related toT(t,y)
and toE(y), by4,42

q~ t !5acCLE
0

1

T~ t,y!E~y!dy, ~14!

where ac5]@ ln(C)#/]T and C is the sample capacitance
When E(y) is replaced byE ~with no y dependence!,
we have the reference case for whichq(t);*0

1T(t,y)dy
5^T&(t).

Equation~14! is a Fredholm integral equation of the fir
kind with T(t,y) as kernel. The inversion of this type o
e

s-

-

equation is generally viewed as an ill-posed mathemat
problem in the Hadamard sense.43 The deconvolution of Eq.
~14! with Eq. ~4! as kernel whenq(t) is a noisy point-
sampled function is thus a delicate procedure and any de
mined functionÊ(y) must be viewed as an approximation
the actualE(y). We representq(t) by

qm
s 5q~ tm!1ssmhm , m51, . . . ,M , ~15!

where sm51 ~for m51, . . . ,M ) is the rms amplitude of
noise assumed white and independent of timetm in our
simple noise model, thehm are Gaussian-distributed rando
numbers,s is a scaling factor, andM is the number of mea-
suring points at discrete timestm ~for m51, . . . ,M ).

2. Our data analysis approach

For convenience, we rewrite Eq.~14! as

q5QE, ~16!

whereQ is introduced as an integral operator given by

Q5acCLE
0

1

dy T~ t,y!. ~17!

In the most general case, the inverse operatorQ21 does not
necessarily exist. The way out is to introduce a pseu
inverse operatorQ1 so that the mapping of

Ê5Q1q, ~18!

the generalized solution, minimizes the distance

d5iq2QÊi , ~19!

where i¯i means the Euclidean norm andÊ is the least-
squares solution of Eq.~16!. For notational simplicity, we
replaceÊ by E.

Regularization helps to eliminate mathematically adm
sible but physically unrealisticE(y) by putting an external
constraint ~smoothness in our case! on the determined
E(y).44–50Regularization approaches include linear and s
tistical filtering, truncated Fourier analysis, truncat
singular-value decomposition, Tikhonov regularizatio
Miller’s regularization, maximum entropy, projection, itera
tion, stochastic, and other methods.51–55

Our algorithm uses the pseudo-inverse approach c
bined with Tikhonov regularization. The algorithm min
mizes

Cl~E!5 (
m51

M dm
2

s2 1liVEi2, ~20!

wheredm are response residuals defined by

dm5qm
s 2q~ tm ,E!, ~21!

whereq(tm ,E) are calculated responses that approximate
measuredqm

s . In Eq. ~20!, s is the rms noise amplitude@see
Eq. ~15!#. The parameterl is the regularization parameter.
controls the weight of the regularization term containing t
symbolV, which is the second-derivative operator. This o
erator puts curvature in the minimization and thus ha
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smoothing effect on our solutions. For a givenl, the field
profile that minimizesCl(E) is the unique regularized ap
proximateEl . In practice, whenl is too small, artifacts such
as unphysical oscillations may appear inEl . Whenl is too
large,El is oversmoothed and recoverable information is l
in the data.

Besides the Honerkamp-Weese method17 used here, meth
ods of determining an optimuml include the discrepancy
method,44 the predictive minimum-mean-square err
method,45 the Provencher method,56 the L-curve approach,49

and the generalized cross-validation method.57 The
Honerkamp-Weese method17 used here has been tested
Monte Carlo studies and has been applied successfull
many ill-posed problems.17,19–25

The optimum value ofl, symbolized bym, should mini-
mize the quantitŷD&5uEtrue2Flu2 with respect tol, where
Etrue is the true but unknown distribution andFl is any trial
function including El for a generall. Since Etrue is not
known, we replaceEtrue by Em and solve

]

]l
@D~Em ,l,s!#l5m50 ~22!

iteratively to obtain self-consistent estimates of optimal
ands.

3. Details for the deconvolution of the TP responses

Two sets ofN grid points$yn% were used, whereN521
for the simulations andN525– 35 for the deconvolution o
the experimental data. Grid-point spacings were determi
by a power law26,27 with y150 at the electrode/dielectri
interface andyN51 at the dielectric/substrate interface. T
first grid point inside the dielectric was aty25b(dmin /L),
where b50.33, . . . ,0.5 ~see Ref. 27 for details! and dmin
5(2Dtmin)

1/2 is the diffusion depth attmin , the earliest time
used in the deconvolution. The latest timetmax was taken as
the time when the TP response had decreased to one-ten
maximum. Thistmax was large enough to allowHL to be
determined. The statistical error bars given in the decon
lution results always represent a 68% statistical confide
range~6 one standard deviation!. Details about the decon
volution scheme applicable to both TP and LIMM data m
be found in previous LIMM papers.26,27 We define the mean
square of errors~MSE! of the fit as

MSE5
1

M (
m52

M

dm
2 . ~23!

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results presented here are based on
thetic data and thus are free from experimental artifa
They test our complex numerical procedure. Experimen
results, discussed later, test additionally the adequacy of
model. Properties used in the simulations are representa
of a commercial DuPont Kapton™ polyimide58 ~PI!, namely,
D57.7531028 m2/s andk50.12 W/m K,59 with a thickness
L55 mm. An aluminum electrode was assumed with pro
erties given in Ref. 60,De59.7931025 m2/s and ke
5237 W/m K, with thicknessLe5(0,100,200) nm corre-
sponding tor 50.0313, andr 50.0625. A heat transfer coef
t
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ficient H0515 W/m2 K was used,41,61 typical of air, yielding
a056.2531024. A previously determined HL
5104 W/m2 K corresponding toaL50.417 was used,26,27 as
representative of the adhesive used in the measuremen
scribed in Sec. V.

To test the determination of thermal parameters, synth
TP responses were constructed by adding white Gaus
noise to ideal responses calculated numerically for th
cases, homogeneousE and two model inhomogeneousE(y),
for materials with the thickness and thermal paramet
given above. The minimum rms amplitude of the add
noise was 0.3% of the peak value, representative of
signal-to-noise ratio obtained in the measurements descr
later in this paper, using 50-shot signal averaging. Hig
noise was used when testing procedural robustness.

The responses were evaluated at 200 points per deca
time, equidistant on a logarithmic time scale. The fitti
range started attmin51023 t5161 ns, a time compatible
with the laser pulse~99.5% of energy delivered in 150 ns!.
The range of the analysis was covered by 830 points.

In the abscissas of the following figures, actual times
realistic experimental conditions are given in addition to
duced times. This is to convey a feeling for actual expe
mental times.

A. Transient temperature profiles

Transient temperature profiles were obtained from Eq.~4!
and the rootsxk of Eq. ~5!. The roots reflect the boundar
conditions and vary smoothly in the range

xins,k<xk<xcont,k , ~24!

wherexins,k is a lower limit for the thermally insulated cas
andxcont,k is an upper limit for the perfectly thermally con
tacted case. Forr 50 ~no electrode!, xins,k5kp and xcont,k
5(k1 1

2 )p, wherek50,1,2, . . . . . From the decaying expo
nential terms of Eq.~4!, the number of roots significantly
affecting T(t,y) decreases with time. Fort.t, T(t,y) be-
comes dominated by the slowest-decaying term determ
by the lowest root.

Figure 2 shows semilogarithmic plots of the reduced te
perature@T(t,y)/T`# vs the reduced depthy5z/L ~tempera-

FIG. 2. Reduced temperature profilesT(t,y)/T` vs y from Eq.
~4!, for different t/t, for realistic HL5104 W/m2 K, or aL

50.4167 and electrode thicknesses shown (T`5J0L/k, t
5L2/2D @Eq. ~8!#!.
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ture profile! at various reduced timest/t for the mathemati-
cal limit of zero electrode thickness (r 50) labeled ‘‘no Al’’
and two realistic thicknesses~100 and 200 nm!. As defined
previously,T` is the asymptotic limit of the temperature ris
for the thermally isolated sample and forr 50.

B. Mean temperature

For samples withy-independentE, namely, uniformly po-
larized samples or charge-free samples not subject to ch
injection, q(t) is proportional to the mean temperature^T&
5*0

1T(t,y)dy, as previously indicated@see Eq.~14!#. This
useful reference response is discussed presently.

Figure 3 shows the reduced mean temperature^T&/T` ,
plotted against log10 t, for the same thicknesses as befo
~Fig. 2! and several contacting conditions specified byH0
and HL . The log10 t plot conveniently showŝT&/T` over
many orders of magnitude. Forr 50 and H05HL50,
^T&/T` rises instantaneously~for a d-function pulse! from
zero to the ideally constant maximum value of unity. T
electrode effects are seen by comparing the ‘‘100 nm’’ a
‘‘200 nm’’ curves to the ‘‘no Al’’ curve. The electrode ef
fects are manifested by a gradual rise of^T&/T` to a peak
value smaller than unity. ForHL.0 and r 50 ~‘‘no Al’’ !,
^T&/T` shows a decay from unity starting at a time th
depends onHL . This decay occurs at the earliest timest
't) for perfect thermal contact (HL5`), and at later times
for finite HL . For HL.0 and r .0, ^T&/T` rises to an
r-dependent peak value. The decay of^T&/T` from the peak
approaches an exponential fort.t but the semilogarithmic
slope actually depends onD, HL , and alsor. This has im-
plications for the common practice of determiningD from
this slope, as discussed in Sec. III E 2 b. For H05HL50,
^T&/T` approaches anr-dependent limiting value fort@t.

In summary, the electrode has thermal buffering effects
absorbs thermal energy during the short thermal pulse
only slowly transfers it to the dielectric~transfer limited by
the diffusivity of the dielectric!. The time-dependent sharin

FIG. 3. Reduced mean temperature^T&/T` vs log10 t for HL and
electrode thicknesses shown. Note shift to longert for decreasing
HL . Note lim(̂ T&/T`)51/(11r ) for t→`, andH05HL50 @see
Eq. ~11!#. From data in Sec. III, 1/(11r )50.970 and 0.941 for 100
and 200 nm Al, respectively.
ge

d

t

It
ut

of energy between the electrode and the dielectric result
delayed entry of heat into the dielectric, with substantial
fects on the diffusion process over a broad range of time

C. Front-surface heat loss

Figure 4 shows the effects of heat loss from the incid
surface to atmospheric air. The reduced mean temperatu
shown for various (H0 ,HL) combinations for 100 nm Al. As
discussed in Sec. II A, for smallTe ~a few kelvin typically!,
H0 includes loss by convection and radiation.

The combinations~0,̀ ! and (0,104) represent realistic
limits ~solid curves! for a substrate-supported dielectric. Th
remaining combinations are for a free-standing sample in
with H5H05HL5(5,10,15,30) W/m2 K, representative of
actual values.41 As expected, for the substrate-mounted
electrics considered here,HL@H0 , and the small heat trans
fer into air has a minor effect at all experimentally releva
times. Figure 4~b! shows^T& at long times. The scale on th
y axis on the right side of the graph gives the percent
deviation from the maximum reduced mean temperature.
the assumed dielectric thickness of 5mm, the effect onq(t)
of neglecting the heat transfer to the surrounding airH
<30 W/m2 K) is smaller than 1% up tot;1 ms. In all fur-
ther simulations and data analysis, we shall useH0
515 W/m2 K as a realistic value.8,41,61

FIG. 4. ^T&/T` vs log10 t for various (H0 ,HL) with 100 nm
Al. ~a! Solid curves, front thermally isolated (H050); rear, sub-
strate contacted. Dotted and dashed curves, free-standing sam
air. ~b! Expanded graph of dotted and dashed curves in~a!. Ver-
tical scale at right is the error relative to plateau value forH5H0

5HL50. Values forH0 andHL in W/m2 K. Range ofa5LH/k is
0 – 1.2531023.
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D. Thermal parameters for homogeneous field

Figure 5 shows how the parametersD, k, andHL affect
q(t) in the case whenE is homogeneous and therefo
q(t)}^T&. The simulatedq(t)}^T& ~uppermost curve! was
constructed by adding 0.3% noise to^T& in Fig. 3 for 100 nm
Al, with aCCL51 C m/V K in Eq. ~14! andT`51 K. This
q(t) was fitted using Eqs.~4! and ~5! with D, k, and HL
treated as adjustable parameters andH0515 W/m2 K. Note
that any two of the three parametersD, k, and rc may be
treated as independent, the third being determined by
definitionD5k/(rc). The fit gave the correctD, k, andHL
at a unique MSE minimum. The residuals~next curve down!
form a noisy line on top of the zero baseline and also sh
the range fitted.

The other curves~shown shifted in steps of20.2 units!
are ‘‘off-minimum’’ residuals obtained by setting one p
rameter at a time~the one indicated at the right of eac
shifted baseline! 720% off its posited value. The influenc
of each parameter is seen in a systematic, time-depen
deviation of the residuals from each baseline. The rang
influence of each parameter is consistent with the bound
conditions@Eqs.~2! and ~3!# that come into play at short (t
!t) and long (t>t) times, respectively.

A strong influence ofD and HL is expected at longe
times when heat reaches the back surface. A strong influe
of k ~and thusD! may be expected at short times (t!t) too
from the boundary condition atz50 in Laplace space,15

2
dv
dz

1~r j21a0!v5
J0

k
, ~25!

FIG. 5. Uppermost curve: ^T&/T` vs log10 t for thermal pa-
rameters of Sec. III, 0.3% noise. Next curve down: residuals a
fitting ^T&/T` by variation of thermal parameters. Lowest thr
curves: off-minimum residuals obtained by setting the param
indicated at right620% off its variationally optimal value. Shifted
zero baselines shown by horizontal dotted lines.
he

w

ent
of
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wherev is the Laplace transform ofT andj25L2p/D with p
as Laplace coordinate. AsD is contained inr, it affects the
temperature profiles nearz50. Thus, for r .0, D may be
determined at short times~from the calorimetric effects of
the electrode! or at long times.

Variation of the three parameters (D,k,HL) over a wide
range~on a log10 scale,D andk were each varied by630%
and HL was varied by6 100% from their posited values!
produced a unique minimum of the MSE at the posited v
ues of the parameters. Figure 6 shows MSE contours
tained by varying only two parameters at a time. Only t
range of variation of612.5% on the log10 scale is shown.
The center of each plot corresponds to the global minimu
The two-dimensional contour plots give graphical eviden
for the reliability of the fit~uniqueness of the minimum! and
the correlation between the parameters.

The ellipsoidal shape of the contour plots in Fig. 6 ind
cates different sensitivity of the MSE to different paramete
The statistical error, the ratio between the standard devia
and the known values, is'1% for D, '2% for k, and'5%
for HL . The inclination of the principal axes of the ellipsoid
indicates the degree of correlation between the parame
In the absence of correlation, the principal axes would co
cide with the two coordinate axes. Correlation may be
pected from Eq.~5! whereN(x) contains terms that contai
more than one thermal parameter. Additional comments m
now be made about each contour plot.

1. D and HL

Figure 6~a! shows the contour plot obtained whenD and
HL are varied whilek is set to its correct value. The angle o

r

er

FIG. 6. Constant-MSE contour plots obtained when fitti
^T&/T` in Fig. 5 by variation of two out of three thermal paramete
~D, k, andHL) with the third kept at optimal value.~a! D andHL

were varied;~b! k andHL were varied; and~c! k andD were varied.
In ~a! and~b!, aL from Eq. ~6! is shown as well asHL . The global
MSE minimum~point whereD, k, andHL have their optimal val-
ues! lies at center of each plot. Inclination of ellipsoidal conto
indicates correlation of parameters varied.
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inclination of the closed contours is negative, because
creases in bothD and HL cause a stronger decay ofq(t)
}^T& ~see also Sec. III E 2 b below!. The fitting procedure
gave the same minimum when the noise was increased
0.3% to 1% and then to 3%.

2. k and HL

Figure 6~b! shows MSE contours whenk and HL are
varied. The angle of inclination is positive because at lo
times (t.t) the ratio hL5HL /k determines the boundar
condition atz5L @Eq. ~3!#, meaning an increase ofHL has
the same effect as a decrease ofk. The robustness of the
procedure against added noise is at least as good as
found whenD andHL were varied.

3. D and k

Figure 6~c! shows the MSE contours obtained whenD
andk are varied. The angle of inclination is145° because,
for a given value ofrc, an increase ofk has the same effec
as a decrease ofD.

We note that the electrode effects onq(t) were suffi-
ciently large~for 100 nm Al! to allow D andk to be found
even when the fitting range was deliberately restricted tt
,t. Finding a unique minimum in this case required that
added noise level not exceed 0.3%.

E. Response and deconvolution for inhomogeneousE„y…

1. Electrode effects in deconvolution

Figures 7~a! and 8~a! show the two modelE(y) profiles
~solid lines! for the simulations: the first, in Fig. 7~a!, is
positive with a steplike decrease; the second, in Fig. 8~a!, is
negative with a displaced peaklike shape. Their abso
mean valueŝEstep& and^Epeak&, where^E&5*0

1E(y)dy, are
set equal to each other and are shown by the dashed line
this section, we assume the thermal parameters are know
order to discuss electrode effects in the deconvolution
signed to determineE(y). TB responsesq(t) were there-
fore calculated from Eq.~14! with T(t,y) given by Eqs.~4!
and ~5! with the known values of the thermal paramete
The electrode effects are then included or excluded by
value assigned tor. In this section, we user 50 ~no elec-
trode! or r 50.031 27 (100 nm Al).

Figures 7~b! and 8~b! show separate sets of three calc
lated q(t). In each set, two are for the assumed inhomo
neousE(y). The noiseless solid curve is for no electro
(r 50) and the noisy solid curve is for 100 nm Al (r
50.031 27). The third curve in each set, the dashed curv
for homogeneousE equal to the common̂E&, for, again,
100 nm Al. Since absolute amplitudes ofq(t) are not of
concern in this paper, theq(t) axes are graduated in arbitra
units corresponding toaCCL51 C m/V K in Eq.~14!. Com-
parison of the two solid curves for eachE(y) reveals the
effects of the electrode onq(t) in the two cases. Compariso
of the noisy solid curve and the dashed curve for eachE(y)
reveals the effects of the inhomogeneity inE(y).

The effects of the electrode onq(t) are clearly stronger
for the steplikeE(y) than for the peaklikeE(y). This fol-
lows from the convolution integral@Eq. ~14!#, from which it
may be seen that*0

hE(y)dy, whereh represents a shallow
-
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depth, is larger forEstep than for Epeak, and the fact
that electrode effects onT(t,y) are strongest at short time
~Fig. 3!.

Figures 7~a! and 8~a! also show points~filled and open
circles with small error bars! representingE(y) obtained
from the simulatedq(t) in Figs. 7~b! and 8~b! by deconvo-
lution. Residuals are shown in Figs. 7~b! and 8~b!. They
show the fitting range as well as the quality of the fit.

The filled circles~one is labeled ‘‘with 100 nm Al’’! are
obtained when electrode effects are included in both the
culation of the simulatedq(t) and in the deconvolution
These points reproduce the modelE(y) ~solid lines! quite
accurately. The region neary50 is shown in the insets at th
top of Figs. 7~a! and 8~a!.

The open circles are obtained when electrode effects
included in the calculation of the simulatedq(t) but not in
the deconvolution@accomplished by resettingr in Eqs. ~4!
and ~5!#. These points reproduce the modelE(y) well at
large y but show a sharply deviant dip neary50. This dip
illustrates the large errors~not apparent in the residuals
which remain small! that may result if electrode effect
present in acquired data are not considered in the data an
sis. The dip comes from associated error in determining
peak surface temperature. The dip does not appear for
peaklike E(y) because thisE(y) is small or zero neary
50.

FIG. 7. Electrode effects in deconvolution.~a! Solid curve,
‘‘steplike’’ model E(y); dashed line, mean valuêEstep&. Filled
circles on solid curve,E(y) obtained by deconvolution of TP re
sponse when 100 nm Al is assumed in both simulated response
in deconvolution~statistical error bars smaller than filled circle d
ameter!. Open symbols~in inset! and dotted line,E(y) obtained by
deconvolution when 100 nm Al is assumed in simulated respo
but not in deconvolution~simulates neglecting electrode effects
data analysis!. ~b! TP responses calculated from modelE(y) and
residuals.
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The above simulations suggest that a deviation inq(t) at
small t ~due to an inaccurater or k! could be compensated b
the creation of a deviation inE(y) at smally with only subtle
effects on the residuals. The minimization procedure wo
make the residuals small at short times whereq(t) is most
affected byE(y'0), but may not be able to keep the resid
als as small at long times. Similar comments apply to dev
tions in k. Finally, the importance of such effects and t
diagnostic value of residuals depend on the shape ofE(y),
which is unknowna priori in actual experiments.

2. Thermal parameters for nonuniform E„y…

In determiningE(y) from actual samples, the thermal p
rameters are generally unknown, or known only appro
mately. Parameters in manufacturer data sheets may no
strictly applicable because of possibly different measur
conditions. There is thus a need to investigate the feasib
of determining thein situ thermal parameters in the proce
of determiningE(y). Feasibility cannot be proven generall
but is illustrated here for our two modelE(y).

We again used TP responses calculated from theE(y)
models shown in Figs. 7~a! and 8~a! for fixed thermal param-
eters and 100 nm Al, and let the analysis procedure de
mine the thermal parameters along withE(y). For each
model E(y), the combined deconvolution and variation
procedure yielded a global minimum but, now, second
minima were also found. Still, the global minimum ga
satisfactoryE(y), as shown by filled circles in Figs. 7~a! and
8~a!, together with thermal parameter values in agreem
with the known ones. As before, the residuals showed
systematic deviations from the zero baseline, as in Figs.~b!
and 8~b!. The fact thatD, k, HL , andE(y) could be found
simultaneously for both modelE(y) suggests that this ma

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for the ‘‘peaklike’’ modelE(y).
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be possible also for at least somea priori unknown E(y)
profiles.

a. Uniqueness of E(y) and values of thermal parameters.
The existence of secondary minima in the MSE, albeit sh
lower ones than the correct one, for each of our two mo
E(y) raises questions about the possibility that the combi
deconvolution/variation procedure could yield a false glo
minimum in a general experimental situation. We cannot r
out this possibility. So we suggest that, if multiple minim
are found, the principle of parsimony57 should be used as
guide for evaluating them. This means selecting the dee
one that gives the smoothestE(y).

In our simulations, we obtained spurious oscillations
E(y) if any of the thermal parameters took on values diffe
ing significantly from those assumed in calculatingq(t).
A plausible mathematical formulation of the principle
parsimony is based on the norm ofE(y),iE(y)i
5@*0

1E2(y)dy#1/2, which increases if the amplitude of th
oscillations increases. The solutionE(y) with the smallest
norm has the smallest oscillations and thus may be con
ered as the most probable one. The thermal parameters
companying the most probableE(y) likewise may be con-
sidered the most probable ones. We emphasize that the
consistency method17,18itself provides only oneE(y) for one
set of thermal parameters.

b. Elaboration on simple determinations of D. Simple de-
terminations ofD involve fitting experimentalq(t) at long
times (t.t) where q(t) approaches a simple exponenti
decay according to both our model and a simpler one.14 Fig-
ure 9~a! shows the log10uq(t)u vs t calculated using Eqs.~4!,
~5!, and ~8! for a 5-mm-thick PI film with 200 nm Al elec-
trodes for three differentE(y) profiles and two differentHL .
Figure 9~b! shows the same results on a log-log plot. T
effects of theE(y) profile are seen in the amplitude an
position of the peak response in the time ranget,t. Elec-
trode effects in the same range are seen in the curve
uniform E(y) as deviations from unity response, but the
effects extend to longer times as quantified below. In F
9~a!, curves with the sameHL approach parallel lines at lon
times (t.t) specified by

log10uq~ t !u5w2st, ~26!

where both the semilogarithmic slopes and interceptw are
positive. From Eq.~4! in the limit t→`, we obtain
s5x0

2D/L2, where the rootx0 @0<x0<p/2 from Eq. ~5!#
contains the electrode and interfacial effects. When the e
trode thermal mass is neglected and ideal thermal con
(HL5`) is assumed, as in the simpler model,14 we obtain
x05p/2 and recover the result of the simpler model,D
54sL2/p2. We can now estimate errors inD associated
with neglecting electrode effects and imperfect thermal c
tact for the conditions used in Fig. 9.

From Eq. ~5!, neglecting a 100-nm-thick electrode re
ducesx0 by around 3.2% forHL5`. This reducess and
leads to an error inD of 6.4%. Imperfect thermal contact als
reducesx0 . For an assumedHL5105 W/m2 K consistent
with our results, we find thatx0 is reduced by about 18% s
that the error inD would be about 36%.

In Fig. 9~a!, we note that, asHL decreases,q(t) remains
exponential for t.t, but the semilogarithmic slopes
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5s(D,HL) becomes increasingly dependent onHL . As seen
in Fig. 9~b! and also in Figs. 3 and 4, a decrease inHL causes
a shift of the decaying part ofq(t) to longer times, suggest
ing thatHL determinesw, i.e., w5w(HL). We suggest tha
D andHL may be estimated simply froms andw by obtain-
ing simultaneous solutions to the equationss5s(D,HL) and
w5w(HL), which is possible only for homogeneousE. As
seen in Fig. 9~a!, for inhomogeneousE(y), the linear parts
of log10 uq(t)u for the threeE(y) are parallel, meaning thatw
depends onE(y). Thus, for an inhomogeneousE(y), D and
HL may be determined simultaneously only ifE(y) is known
a priori ~or is determined by our methods!.

c. Comments on determiningk. The deconvolution proce
dure also yields a best-fitting value of the thermal mass r
r. Using published values ofr andc for the Al electrode and
the known thickness of the electrode and the dielectric,
can deduce a value forrc of the dielectric. From this and th
value of D obtained from the deconvolution, the therm
conductivity k of the dielectric can be deduced fromk
5Drc. The effects of a615% change ink (ka5k
60.15k) in the deconvolution results are shown in Fig
10~a! and 10~b! for a 5-mm-thick film with a 100-nm-thick
Al electrode and the modelE(y) in Figs. 7~a! and 8~a!. For

FIG. 9. ~a! Log10uq(t)u vs t for a y-independentE and two peak-
like E(y) with the common mean valuêE(y)&, for 200 nm Al
electrode and 5-mm-thick PI film with thermal parameters of Se
III. Curves are parallel fort.t, but are shifted along time axi
according toE(y). Numbers 104 and ` refer to HL in W/m2 K.
Note HL dependence of slope att@t with maximum slope for
HL5`. ~b! Same as~a!, except that plot isq(t) vs log10(t). Note
dependence ofq(t) on E(y) for t,t and shift of decay fort.t
whenHL goes from` to 104 W/m2 K.
io

e

l

.

these deconvolutions the value ofHL was adjusted so tha
hL5HL /k5HL,a /ka was constant, because the bounda
condition atz5L @Eq. ~3!# depends onhL .

Large deviations in the determinedE(y) are seen near the
front side in Fig. 10~a! and not in Fig. 10~b!. This is as
expected from the range of influence ofk ~Fig. 5! and for the
particularE(y) profiles. The near-zeroE(y) near the front
side attenuatesq(t) at short times@Eq. ~14!#.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES

Commercial Kapton™ film Type 30HN, manufactured b
the Dupont Co., Wilmington, Delaware,58 was originally se-
lected for the experiments as a candidate reference mat
with supposedly ‘‘known’’ electrical and thermal propertie
Its high glass transition temperature~.300 °C! seemed fa-
vorable for negligible charging at room temperature un
moderate bias voltages. Our results disclosed unexpe
electrical behavior that severely tested our numerical me
ods. The results provide information about the behavior
this polyimide.

Film samples were prepared in pairs bonded to individ
substrates. This allowed application of only positive or ne
tive voltage to any one sample. TP measurements be
applying a voltage to either sample provided ‘‘virgin’’ da
as reference. Substrates were 13 mm in diameter, flat-fa
oxygen-free copper cylinders. A silver-filled epoxy58 ~Dur-
alco 120™ from Cotronics Corp., Brooklyn, NY! was used
as adhesive. The adhesive formed a thermally resistive la

FIG. 10. Influence ofk deviation onE(y) obtained by decon-
volution for ~a! steplikeE(y) and ~b! peaklikeE(y). Deconvolu-
tion with k5ka215% ~,! and with k5ka115% ~n! with con-
stant hL5HL /k5HL,a /ka (ka accepted value from Sec. III!.
Statistical error bars are smaller than symbols and are omitted
clarity. For~a!, large deviations~solid lines! are due to peak inE(y)
near y50 sensitizing short-t range wherek has strong influence
~see Fig. 6!. For ~b!, no deviations becauseE(y'0)'0 desensi-
tizes short-t range of influence ofk.
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making T(t,y5L) not quite zero as in Fig. 1. The samp
thickness wasL57.560.1mm based on ten measuremen
at random positions over the electroded region using a
cision mechanical gauge. The nominal electrode thickn
was 227 nm as read from a Sloan thickness monitor58 at the
end of each evaporation. The electrodes, substrate, and
beam had a common diameter of 13 mm, while the une
troded part of the samples was around 25 mm. Guided
measurements of the thermal properties of vacuum-depo
Al,62 we usedDe57.131025 m2/s ~a reduction of 8% from
the bulk value! and ke5100 W/m K ~a reduction of 40%
from the bulk value!.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TP responsesq(t) were measured in laboratory air~24 °C,
40% relative humidity!. As shown in Fig. 1,q(t) is the
charge flowing from the front electrode to the rear electro
in an external short circuit comprising a charge amplifier a
a battery used as a bias voltage source. Positive~or negative!
bias means that the rear electrode is connected to the pos
~or negative! terminal of the battery, the other terminal bein
connected to system ground.

A. TP responses

Figure 11~a! shows TP responsesq(t) from two samples
before and after voltage biasing. The curves labeled ‘‘vir
samples’’ were obtained before the samples had any bia

FIG. 11. ~a! Measured responseq(t) for two PI samples before
bias voltage applied~virgin samples! and after127 V was applied
to sample that gave~1! virgin curve and227 V was applied to the
other that gave the~2! virgin curve for two days at room tempera
ture. Shaded area outlines tail of laser pulse. Upper scale: depd
5(2Dt)1/2, for D53.631028 m2/s (d5L at t5t). ~b! Residuals.
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history. The curves ‘‘127 V’’ and ‘‘ 227 V,’’ belonging to
the samples that gave the virgin curves ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2,’’ re-
spectively, were obtained after the samples had been u
127 and227 V, respectively, for two days at room temper
ture. This biasing time was needed for the samples to rea
nominal charging steady state, as judged by the ne
cessation of evolution in the response.

The shaded curve at the bottom left of Fig. 11~a! shows
the trailing part of a Gaussian fitted to the thermal pu
measured by a photodiode and sampled at 5 ns intervals.
Gaussian width was 70 ns with a standard deviation of
ns. The timet50 was set at the peak of the Gaussian loca
30 ns before the beginning of the time range shown. T
steepest part ofq(t) inside the thermal pulse should be in
terpreted only qualitatively because of a 30 ns preampli
rise time.

The horizontal axis on the top of Fig. 11~a! shows the
thermal penetration depthd, calculated from the time scale a
the bottom usingd5(2Dt)1/2 with D53.631028 m2/s, a
value consistent with results given below~Sec. V B!. This
yields a thermal transit time oft50.78 ms. Figure 11~b!
shows residuals to be discussed below~they are shown as
part of Fig. 11 for convenience!.

The observation of a reproducible zero-bias respo
from each virgin sample unambiguously indicates a sta
and unexpectedE(y) of internal origin. As previously
noted,3 whenE(y) comes from a charge singularity near th
origin represented by ad function at y50, the response
given by Eq.~14! becomes proportional to the transient tem
perature of the front surfaceT(t,y50). Figure 12 shows the
zero-bias virginq(t) along with the calculatedT(t,y50).
All curves are arbitrarily normalized to a common value
t5200 ns. A strong similarity between the two virginq(t)
and T(t,y50) is clearly evident, indicating a sharp featu
in E(y) independent of any deconvolution procedure.

Figure 13 shows measured responsesq0(t) andq1(t) for
a ring-mounted film sample~both sides TP accessible!, for
the TP applied to sidesy50 and 1, respectively. The two

FIG. 12. Comparison of responseq(t) for the two virgin
samples~solid curves in Fig. 11! and front-surface temperature ca
culated from Eqs.~4! and~5! ~dotted line!. All curves normalized to
common value att5200 ns.
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responses are similar. Small differences are attributed
variations in electrode thickness~175 nm aty50 and 157
nm aty51). Bothq0(t) andq1(t) approach zero asymptot
cally at long times (t@t) when T(t,y) approaches spatia
homogeneity. This zero homogeneous pyroelectric respo
is a well-known indication4 that q(t) comes from charge
rather than dipolar polarization~unless the polarization hap
pened to have a zero mean!. These measurements sugge
that charge layers exist against both surfaces of a foil sam
before, and presumably after, it is glued to a substrate. F
Eq. ~14!, when a charge layer is at the sample/substrate
terface, it is not expected to be easily observable~for ex-
ample, in Fig. 12! because~i! the thermally sunk interface
makesT(t,y'1)'0 at all times, and~ii ! the decreasing
thermal gradient makes the spatial resolution4,63,64 decrease
with time and hence depth.

The four response curves in Fig. 11~a! have similar shapes
at short times (t,3 ms) where the lack of sign change fo
627 V bias indicates strong binding of the charge lay
Thermal stability tests also showed strong binding of
charge layer~annealing a virgin sample for two hours
200 °C reduced the TP response by a factor of 3 but did
eliminate it!.

Figure 14 shows difference curves,D(1)5q(127 V)
2q(1) andD(2)5q(227 V)2q(2), obtained from Fig.
11~a!. The sign of these two curves clearly depends on
sign of the bias. The horizontal parts at early times co
from the electrode-charge term proportional to6CV. This
term is expected to decay whent>t as heat goes into th
substrate, but this decay is masked by the broadly pea
parts ofD~1! andD~2! with peaks aroundt'1024 s. These
parts are attributed to charge injection from the subst
~positive charges for positive bias, negative charges for ne
tive bias!. The above observations indicate that the TP
sponse has the expected bias-voltage-dependent con
tions, in addition to the bias-insensitive near-surface-cha
contribution.

FIG. 13. TP responsesq0(t) andqL(t) of ring-mounted virgin
sample~free standing, air on both sides! with thermal pulse applied
to z50 (175 nm Al), upper curve, andz5L (157 nm Al), lower
curve. Shaded area, tail of thermal pulse.
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B. Spatial distributions

The time range chosen for deconvolution was fromtmin
5150 ns totmax52 ms, as shown graphically by the range
the residuals in Fig. 11~b!. This range was sampled by 170
points ~the points up to 4ms were 5 ns apart while the res
were acquired at logarithmically equally spaced interva!.
The first usable grid point inside the sample wasy2L
'30 nm ~see Sec. II C 3!. A noise amplitude ofs'0.3%
was found by the deconvolution program@Eq. ~20!#, justify-
ing the value used in the simulations. The negative sign
the determined charge layer is consistent with the nega
sign for acC in Eq. ~14!, as expected physically and from
manufacturer’s data.59

Figure 15 shows deconvolution results obtained from
TP responses in Fig. 11~a!. The smallness of the residua
shown in Fig. 11~b! indicates good fits over nearly four or
ders of magnitude in time. The increasing residuals fot

FIG. 14. Difference responses~virgin response removed!
D(1)5q(127V)2q(1) and D(2)5q(227V)2q(2), from
Fig. 11. Curvesq(127V) andq(227V) shown for reference. Note
separability into capacitive and injected parts.

FIG. 15. Field profiles determined from Fig. 12~a! by deconvo-
lution: ~,, .! from ~1! virgin curve and~127 V! curve, respec-
tively; ~n,m! from ~2! virgin curve and~227 V! curve, respec-
tively. Statistical error bars, same size as symbols near f
surface, three times larger near rear surface~omitted for clarity!.
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.0.3 ms are attributed to subtle effects like those sugge
in Sec. III E 2 ~last paragraph! or from inadequacies in ou
model. The logarithmic depth scale was chosen in Fig. 15
spread out the near-surface zone that contains the s
charge layer. Note that the slopedE/d(ln z) is proportional
to z times the volume density of space charger(z).

1. Virgin samples (no bias voltage)

The virgin samples~open triangles in Fig. 15! show a
downward-slopingE(ln z) for z,200 nm corresponding to
negativer(z) layer of uncertain origin near the front surfac
For 200 nm,z,5 mm, E(z) is nominally zero. The nega
tive dip in E(ln z) for z.5 mm with a slope indicating nega
tive r(z) is believed to be meaningful based on simulatio
using trapezoidal field profiles64 ~not shown!, which gave the
correct sign for the slope ofE(z) near the rear side whe
E(z) went to zero over a distance,5% L. This suggests tha
at least the sign of the space charge can be determined i
rear third, in spite of the reduced resolution.64 The statistical
error bars are approximately the same size as the sym
marking the data points near the front surface and three ti
larger near the rear side.

To check that a charge layer could not have been a ma
facturing artifact, we also performed preliminary TP me
surements on 1.7-mm-thick PL films prepared by spin
coating a precursor solution58 ~Pyralin™ PI2555! on
polished silicon wafers and oven-curing them. Similar fro
surface charge layers were observed.

2. Samples under bias voltage

From Fig. 15, it is seen that a bias voltage shifts the fi
distribution at shallow depth~200 nm! without noticeably
changing the slope. This is consistent with the earlier-no
insensitivity of the bound charge density to an applied vo
age. The deeper-lying structure inE(ln z) that inverts when
U is reversed is consistent with charge injection across
interfacial plane. The zero crossings in Fig. 15 indicate p
etration of the injected charge to a depth of approximat
2.5 mm from the interfacial plane. Hints that positive char
may penetrate deeper into the sample than negative ch
could be attributed to the injection being assisted by the fi
of the front-surface charge.

C. Thermal parameters

In the deconvolution,H0 was assumed to be 15 W/m2 K,
typical of ambient air~see Sec. III!. By using the iterations
described in Sec. III E, an unambiguous minimum was fou
in the MSE, in spite of the strongly inhomogeneousE(y).
The optimal values of the varied parameters correspond
to this minimum are Dopt53.631028 m2/s, kopt

50.1 W/m K, andHL,opt563104 W/m2 K. The uncertain-
ties based on one standard deviation are62%, 610%, and
630%, respectively.

The thermal diffusivity Dopt53.631028 m2/s is about
half the valueD57.831028 m2/s listed in the product data
sheet for 25-mm-thick Kapton™ films.59 The thermal con-
ductivity kopt50.1 W/m K is about the same as the liste
value. This makes the ratiokopt/Dopt52.83106 J/m3 K,
which is about 1.8 times the heat capacityrc51.5
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3106 J/m3 K estimated from the product data sheet.59 De-
creased thermal transport parameters for decreased sa
thickness have been reported for other materials, for
ample, diamond films65 and amorphous SiO2 and Si3N4
films.66,67 Such reductions are generally attributed to an
creased influence of inhomogeneities.

From the determinedHL,opt563104 W/m2 K and manu-
facturer’s data on the thermal conductivity of the conduct
epoxy,68 kglue59.3 W/m K, the thickness of the epoxy laye
may be estimated. We letHL,opt5kglue/Lglue,15 whereLglue
is the thickness of the layer. For a constant temperature
dient in the layer, we obtainLglue'150mm. The mean of ten
measurements made with a precision differential gauge g
a thickness of 160620mm. The above values are also re
sonable from the Ag particle size of 20–50mm specified by
the manufacturer.68

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Data analysis methodology

Our pyroelectric response equations enable the invest
tion of both the field/charge profile and the thermal prop
ties of an electroded dielectric film—including the therm
resistance that may couple the film to a thermal sink.
addition to extending profiling to thin films, the analysis pr
vides insights applicable to the study of samples of a
thickness. The until now common practice of neglecti
electrode effects for thick samples is now seen as a prob
root cause of limited analytical resolution achieved in t
past~inadequate model!. The inclusion of electrode effects i
seen, in principle, to allow findingk andD independently of
each other~and thusrc5k/D,) along withHL , in addition
to E(y).

When applied to synthetic response data generated u
two different assumedE(y) and constant thermal param
eters, our data analysis methodology involving regulari
tion, deconvolution, and variation of thermal parameters s
cessfully reproduced the ‘‘known’’E(y) and thermal
parameters. The methodology thus passed our simula
tests. The methodology is expected to work equally w
when applied to actual data from samples with homogene
thermal properties. The possibility of inhomogeneous th
mal properties in our samples is raised by the lower-th
bulk value found forD, which was interpreted as an effectiv
value weighted strongly by the surface region. This interp
tation is strengthened by the argument below in the limit o
singularE(y).

Surface sensitivity of q(t). The surface sensitivity im-
parted by a singularity inE(y) and its consequences in th
determination of the thermal properties may be explored
Eq. ~14! by rewriting T(t,y) with an expanded argumen
T@ t,y;k(y),D(y),etc.# that showsy dependence in the ther
mal properties@the semicolon is used to separate the ind
pendent variables~t,y! from the parameters~k, D, etc.! upon
which T also depends according to Eq.~4!#. WhenE(y) is
represented by a Diracd function at the front surface, Eq
~14! becomes

q~ t !}T@ t,y50;k~y50!,D~y50!,etc.#. ~27!
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This trivial though rigorous result shows that only the s
face values ofk andD appear inq(t).

In our samples,q(t) is thus expected to depend on the
mal properties representative of the shallow depth of
high-field region~<200 nm!, much smaller than the film
thickness of 7.5mm.

B. Electrical properties of polyimide films

Stable near-surface negative charge layers were es
lished in our samples by visual examination of TP d
@q(t)}T(t,y50)# as well as by the more elaborate deco
volution procedure. A chemical origin involving water seem
plausible. Water is a by-product of the imidization reacti
and cured polyimide is known to take up a small percent
of water from a moist environment. The dissociation of ne
surface water molecules by hydrolysis and partial oxidat
of the surface regions are suspected mechanisms for the
velopment of a chemically bound negative charge layer.

The effects of bound and injected charges on the electr
properties of polyimide films may be important in hig
technology applications of this material, as, for example
microelectroncs where space-charge fields~estimated of or-
der 10 V/mm! could exist in an environment of field-effec
devices. More fundamentally, an expected frequen
dependent response of the inhomogeneously distrib
charges could lead to a spatially varying complex dielec
permittivity and make the effective permittivity of a film
dependent on its thickness.
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C. Thermal properties of polyimide films

From Eq.~27!, it appears that our smaller-than-bulk valu
for D is an effective value strongly weighted by the surfa
region. Since our value fork agrees with the bulk value,k is
presumed homogeneous and the low value ofD is attributed
to an enhanced heat capacity (k/D) near the surface. The
enhancement could be attributed simply to bound water~the
enhanced value lies between the values for bulk polyim
and water! with a contribution related to the chemical mod
fication associated with binding. Finally, a polaron model
charge trapping69 suggests that a contribution to the heat c
pacity could come from the bound charge layer.
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